Treasure Island Sports Book
House Wagering Rules
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Please check your ticket for accuracy before leaving the writer’s station.
a. Tickets cannot be altered after leaving the window.
b. Once a wager is accepted by both parties, it will not be altered or voided
prior to the start of the event unless agreed upon by both parties and at the
discretion of management.
c. Management will keep a record of all point spreads, odds, final scores, and
related betting propositions, statistics, and wagers to protect both the
customer and management in the case of obvious mechanical or human
error.
Management is not responsible for lost, stolen, altered, or unreadable tickets.
Management reserves the right to refuse any wager(s) or delete or limit any
selection(s) prior to the acceptance of any wagers.
Minimum and maximum wagers on all sporting events shall be determined by
management.
All games must be played on the date specified. If a game is postponed and/or
rescheduled to a later date, said game will automatically constitute “no action”
(wager refunded) for betting purposes, unless otherwise stipulated on the
wagering sheets or LED board. Boxing matches must go within one (1) week
of specified date to be considered “action” unless otherwise stated on the
wagering sheet or LED board.
a. Events including, tennis matches, track and field events, and international
amateur competitions must be held within 30 days of scheduled date to be
considered “action” unless otherwise stipulated on the wagering sheets or
LED board.
b. Management is not responsible for location changes. If a game or event is
moved from original location, all wagers are “Action”.
c. All future book wagers (index/odds to win a future contingency) are
“Action” as long as a winner/champion is officially declared, regardless of
season length or playoff format. All future book bets are “Action”
regardless of team relocation, name change or change in league affiliation.
d. All league championship future book wagers (including conference,
division, etc.), have “Action” regardless of date change.
For betting purposes, the winner of an event or game will be determined on
the date of the event’s conclusion according to house wagering rules.
Management does not recognize suspended games, protests, overturned
decisions, etc. for wagering purposes.
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For betting purposes games are official after:
a. FOOTBALL (both professional and college): 55 minutes of play.
b. BASKETBALL (professional): 43 minutes of play.
c. BASKETBALL (college): 35 minutes of play.
d. HOCKEY (professional, college and amateur): 55 minutes of play.
e. BOXING (professional and amateur): When bell (buzzer, etc.) is sounded
signifying the Start of the opening round, the bout is considered official
for betting purposes, regardless of the scheduled length.
f. BASEBALL (major league, minor league, college and amateur): In all
nine-inning scheduled games, winners and losers are official after nine
innings of play unless the home team is leading after eight and one-half
innings. Called games must go a minimum of five innings, or four and
one-half innings if the home team is ahead. (Note: The called games rule
also applies to seven-innings scheduled games.) If a game goes past five
innings and is subsequently called, the winner is determined by the score
after the last full inning of play. (Except in a case in which the home team
scores to tie or take the lead in the bottom half or the inning in which the
game is called, the runs do count.)
g. All other contests that involve a scheduled length of play or time limit
must play to their conclusion or have five minutes or less of scheduled
playing time remaining when contest concludes in order to be considered
official for betting purposes.
h. All halftime (1st half and 2nd half), quarter, period, set, etc. wagering
propositions must be played to the conclusion of that portion of play to be
considered “Action”, and are independent of the game and other
propositions. Soccer 1st half or 2nd half wagers must go at least 45 minutes
to be considered “Action”.
i. Rules for “proposition” bets (statistical, match-up, etc.) are the same as
those for “totals” on that event, unless stipulated otherwise on the
wagering sheets or LED board.
When wagering on “totals” (i.e. combined score, over or under) on contests
involving a scheduled time limit, all games wagering rules applicable to
minimum length of play requirements shall also apply to “total” wagers (i.e.
contests must play to their conclusion or have five minutes or less of
scheduled playing time remaining for “total” wagers to be considered
“action”, unless stipulated otherwise on the wagering sheets or LED board.
In boxing, “Go/Don’t Go” (will/won’t go, over/under) proposition wagers, a
full round is defined as one in which the bell (buzzer, etc.) has sounded
signifying the conclusion of such round. If a fighter is counted out or the bout
officially stopped prior to the bell (buzzer, etc.), such round is not considered
a full round for wagering purposes. If a half round (one minute and thirty
seconds of a round), or other specified time is listed, the official time of the
bouts conclusion, as determined by the ring officials, will determine
proposition winners and losers.
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When wagering on baseball, all games are official after:
a. In all nine-innings scheduled games, winners and losers are official after
nine innings play, unless the home team is leading after eight and one-half
innings.
b. Called games must go a minimum of five innings, or four and one-half
innings if the home team is ahead.
c. If a games goes past five innings and is subsequently called, the winner is
determined by the score after the last full inning of play unless the home
team scores to tie or take the lead in the bottom half of the inning, in
which case the winner is determined by the score at the time the game is
called.
When wagering on baseball “totals” (i.e. combined score, over or under) or
“run line”, the game must go at least the regulation nine innings (eight and
one-half if the home team is ahead) for a scheduled nine-inning game and
seven-innings (six and one-half if the home team is ahead) for a scheduled
seven inning game. If the game goes past regulation innings and is
subsequently suspended or postponed, it is considered to have “action” and
the winner and loser shall be determined by the score at the time the game is
called. In the case where the home team does not bat (complete their turn at
bat) in the bottom half of an extra-inning game, the score reverts back to the
previous full inning of play. Listed or specified pitchers must start for
baseball proposition bets or there is “no action” and wager will be refunded.
Baseball side wagers are accepted in the following manner:
a. Action: Team against team regardless of the starting pitchers.
b. One Specific Pitcher: A wager on or against one specific pitcher
regardless of the other starting pitcher. The specified pitcher must start or
the wager is deemed “no action” and wager will be refunded.
c. Both Specified Pitchers: A wager that specifies both starting pitchers.
Any variation constitutes “no action” and wager will be refunded.
Note: Each teams’ starting pitcher is defined, for wagering purposes, as the
pitcher that throws the initial pitch for his team.
In the event of a pitcher(s) change prior to the start of a baseball game, money
line odds, run lines, and totals may be adjusted. If one scheduled pitcher starts
against an unscheduled pitcher, “action” and live “one specified pitcher”
wagers will be computed at the opening price established with the new
pitcher.
When wagering on “totals”, over/under and extra-innings, etc., overtime
periods, are counted in the final score.
Baseball parlays are figured at standard money-line calculations.
Auto Racing Rules:
a. For betting purposes the start of a race is defined as when the first car
crossed the start/finish line when the green flag is dropped.
b. Participants in event match-up or other propositions must start event or
wager is no action and will be refunded.
c. All wagers are action regardless if/or when race is run to conclusion. No
refunds.
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d. Wages accepted on drivers only not on team or car.
e. The winner at the conclusion of race will be the winner for betting
purposes.
f. In match-up propositions all drivers involved in any match-up must start
or the wager is deemed No Action and all wagers involved with that
match-up will be refunded.
Golf Rules:
a. Participants in event match-up or other propositions must start event or
wager is no action and will be refunded.
b. Golfer with the most holes played wins the match-up. If holes played are
tied the golfer with the lower score wins the match-up.
c. If both golfers in a match-up are in a playoff:
i. Winner of the playoff (and tournament) wins the match-up.
ii. If players are involved in a 3-way (or more) playoff, Golfer who
tees off the most holes wins match-up.
d. All wagers are action, no refunds.
On half-time wagers, scoring during the second half shall determine winners
and losers. Overtime periods are included as part of the second half. On first
half, quarter, period, set, inning wagers, etc., scoring during that designated
portion of play only, shall determine winners and losers.
On soccer three-way wagering propositions, sides must win, lose, or tie (each
are separate betting interests). Games are graded after 90 minutes plus
injury/extra time.
In all future (advance) wagering involving a recognized sport organization
(i.e. Super Bowl, World Series, etc.) the winner, as determined by the League
Commissioner, Chairman, or other authoritative office at the conclusion of
said event, will also be declared the winner for betting purposes. On all future
book wagers (advanced wagers), there are no refunds.
Wagering tickets are void after 120 days from date of the event. Winning
tickets may be mailed in for redemption. See the reverse side of the betting
ticket for mail in collection instructions and address.
Management assumes absolute responsibility for paying the mandatory 0.25%
Federal Excise Wagering Tax required by law for wagering on sporting
events.
Placing wagers or the collection of winning wagers is prohibited by anyone
under the age of twenty-one (21).
Accepting telephone wagers from outside the state of Nevada is strictly
prohibited.
Management reserves the right to add, delete or change the Sports Book
House Wagering Rules (subject to regulatory approval), and/or payoff odds.
All lines/odds are subject to change. Changes will be noted on the LED
board.
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Parlay Rounding Rules:
a. Parlay tickets consisting of all football and/or basketball wagers refer to
the pay table. A Pay Table is a fixed odds payoff table. Football &
basketball refer to fixed odds payoff tables.
b. Parlay Tickets with points spreads having a money line other than -1.10
will be determined by using standard money line calculation.
c. Payoffs on parlay tickets with all money line wagers are determined using
standard money line calculations.
d. Combination parlays are figured by first referring to the pay table and then
applying the result to the standard money line calculations. When mixing
sports in parlays such as Football, Basketball, Hockey and Baseball
(example A: 6 Team Parlay):
1 Baseball Game
1 Football Game
1 Hockey Game
1 Basketball Game
1 Football Game
1 Basketball Game
Since Football and Basketball have fixed payoff table, this parlay would
be considered a 4 team Basketball parlay, times the money-lines for
baseball and hockey game.
e. Final calculations are rounded to the nearest nickel.
The home team is listed on the bottom unless otherwise specified on the
wagering sheet. All sporting events are considered action regardless of
playing site.
Parlay & Teaser Cards – Please refer to the back of the card for the prices and
rules governing that particular card.
In the case of a tie (point spread considered when applicable), that individual
contest is considered no action and your original wager is refunded. A tie is
not considered a win, loss or any portion of either.
Ties (point spread considered when applicable) with one or more teams in
parlay:
a. The team(s) is considered no action and the parlay is reduced to the
number of teams remaining.
b. In the case of ties reducing the parlay to one team, the wager is treated as a
straight bet on the remaining team.
Ties in a teaser:
a. The team(s) is considered no action and the teaser is reduced to the
number of teams remaining.
b. In the case of ties reducing the teaser to one team, the wager is refunded.
A two-team teaser with a tie is refunded regardless of the outcome (win or
loss) of the other game.
Boxing:
a. For betting purposes matches are action when the bell (buzzer, etc.) is
sounded signifying the start of the opening round; the bout is considered
official for betting purposes regardless of the scheduled length.
b. In boxing, a full round is defined as one in which the bell (buzzer, etc.) has
sounded signifying the conclusion of such round. If a fighter is counted
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out or the bout officially stopped prior to the bell (buzz, etc.) such round is
not considered a full round for wagering purposes.
c. All boxing straight win wagers will have action regardless of any changes
in weight class, scheduled length of the bout, or championship sanction
unless otherwise stipulated. All boxing round, K.O., or decision
proposition wagers are no action if the scheduled length of the bout is
changed, and wager will be refunded.
d. On boxing K.O. proposition wagers, K.O. includes knockout, technical
knockout, disqualification, technical decision, or any other stoppage.
e. On boxing decision proposition wagers, decision means the fight must go
the entire scheduled distance.
Hockey – If the score is tied at the end of regulation, a 5 minute overtime will
be played. If the score remains tied at the end of overtime, a Shootout will
take place. The winner of a Shootout is awarded one goal only, and declared
the winner. The one goal awarded to the Shootout winner, counts toward the
game Total.
Odds and line changes will be posted on sports book boards. Changes will be
posted within 2 minutes. In the event there are no space on the sports book
board for certain propositions, these propositions will be printed on handouts.
Odds and line changes for which there is not space on the board will be
announced on the race and sports book speaker system.
Odds on printed materials are updated weekly.
Management will make every reasonable effort to resolve all disputes.
Pursuant to NRS 463.362, the Nevada Gaming Control Board will investigate
any unresolved dispute arising as the result of a wager accepted by Treasure
Island Race & Sports Book.

TREASURE ISLAND
SPORTS BOOK
PAYOFFS OFF THE BOARD
STRAIGHT BETS 10/11 UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED ON LED BOARD OR
WAGERING SHEETS
PARLAYS
2 TEAMS PAYS 13/5
3 TEAMS PAYS 6/1
4 TEAMS PAYS 10/1
5 TEAMS PAYS 20/1
6 TEAMS PAYS 40/1
7 TEAMS PAYS 80/1
8 TEAMS PAYS 160/1

IN CASE OF NO ACTION OR TIE, PARLAY IS REDUCED TO NEXT LOWEST
NUMBER OF PLAYS.
NOTE: MAXIMUM PAYOFFS FOR PARLAYS OF 7 AND 8 TEAMS ARE 299
TO 1.
FOOTBALL TEASERS (OVER THE COUNTER)

2 TEAMS
3 TEAMS
4 TEAMS
5 TEAMS
6 TEAMS

6 POINTS
5/6
7/5
5/2
4/1
6/1

6 ½ POINTS
10/13
6/5
2/1
7/2
5/1

7 POINTS
5/7
EVEN 1/1
9/5
3/1
4/1

BASKETBALL TEASERS (OVER THE COUNTER)

2 TEAMS
3 TEAMS
4 TEAMS
5 TEAMS
6 TEAMS

4 POINTS
10/11
8/5
5/2
4/1
6/1

4 ½ POINTS
5/6
7/5
2/1
7/2
5/1

5 POINTS
10/13
6/5
9/5
3/1
4/1

IN CASE OF TIE OR NO ACTION ON A TWO TEAM TEASER, WAGER IS
REFUNDED. OTHERWISE, TIE OR NO ACTION REDUCES TEASER TO NEXT
LOWEST NUMBER OF PLAYS.

